the assessment research in Higher Education and contribute to assessment theory by critically reviewing recent empirical studies that have had a learning-oriented assessment perspective on how to engage students with feedback and how to develop both teachers' and students' evaluative expertise. The book cover areas such as fairness, cheating and plagiarism, assessment across disciplines, teachers' conceptions of assessment and assessment literacy. Klenowski makes the point that the voice of the student is included in many of the chapters, something that is often neglected in the assessment literature. Further, the book includes practical authentic examples and frameworks that illustrate how to achieve better teacher practice and assessment. Examples are also given from award-winning teacher practice.
The second review by Tina Isaac looks at Henry Braund's edited book 'Meeting the challenges to measurement in an era of accountability' (Isaac, 2017) . It is a collection of essays written as part of the NCME Applications of Educational Measurement and Assessment Book Series from the National Council on Measurement in Education. Isaac claims the essays are far more about measurement than accountability, and that a serious discussion on accountability is missing. Hence, the target audience is more professionals in the field, NCME members and graduate students, and less practitioners and teachers who might be interested in the accountability perspective described. The book covers areas such as the authentic assessment debate that was prevalent in the US in the 1990s with examples from states such as Vermont and Kentucky which tried to expand their testing examination by including more open-ended test items, performance-based assessment, validity, accountability and discussions on how large-scale assessment could ascertain students' deep learning and higher order thinking. The final chapters also offer subject-based views on principled assessment design, including subjects that are also outside compulsory NCLB and ESSA testing. Of these chapters, Isaac particularly recommends the history chapter, as it emphases the need for developing students' engagement and involving them in critical and complex historical thinking.
Mary Richardson (2017) has written the third book review on Educational assessment on trial, edited by Gerard Lum with Andrew Davis and Christopher Winch as contributors. In the introduction, Lum is setting the scene for a philosophical discussion of assessment based on two central arguments. The first is Andrew Davis' contention that there are conceptual challenges using assessment as a form of accountability, while in the second, Winch argues that assessment is '… an important and necessary part of any educational endevour' . In his part, Davis questions the current form of assessment in UK, such as the England's school inspectorate Ofsted and the way schools are held accountable through the test systems. From a philosophical perspective, he challenges the current status quo and asks whether there are better ways to hold schools accountable and understand pupils' achievement than the current measures used. In the second half of the book Winch responds to Davis. According to Richardson, Winch's use of philosophical discourse is well-written and provides a different lens to themes such as formative assessment, teachers' understanding of how to review their own work and adjust their teaching accordingly and how teacher education could focus more upon such skills. Richardson welcomes the philosophical challenges Winch, Davis and Lum offer, as she suggests it can 'generate a better quality of discussion about educational assessment within academia, policy development agencies and, perhaps most importantly of all, within the public domain' .
In the fourth book review, Shaw (2017) Bramley (2017) . It contains five chapters, covering areas such as setting performance standards, determining content and cognitive demands for achievement tests and tests or examinations used for credentialing. Bramley considers Chapter 10 by Patrick Kyllonen, an especially important chapter, with its' focus upon so-called '21st century skills' . The chapter provides an overview of the field and Bramley believes it will be a great resource for anyone who would like to develop assessment in this area with the growing interest in 21st century skills. Knowing of the current debates in this research field, I echo his recommendation (Alexander, 2012; Ananiadou & Claro, 2009 ).
